The term "theory of everything" was a common turn of phrase among high-energy particle theorists during the 1980s, used with varying degrees of irony. Physicists from other fields were often not amused, seeing this terminology as yet more evidence of the hubris of particle physicists. In his new book Theories of Everything: Ideas in Profile, author Frank Close uses the term unapologetically, outlining the current state of our best attempt at a unified theory that should apply to "everything".
Currently, the closest such theory that we have is commonly known as the Standard Model of particle physics, although Close also uses an alternate name some favour -the Core Theory. He describes some of the features of the theory, leading up to the vindication of one of its central ideas -that of a Higgs field -with the first-ever observation of the Higgs boson, made by researchers using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at the CERN particle-physics laboratory in Geneva in 2012. For a more detailed account of this story, Close's 2013 book, The Infinity Puzzle, is an excellent source.
The great success of the Standard Model has left particle physicists in a difficult position; with not just the Higgs, but all other results from the LHC and other particlephysics experiments so far agreeing perfectly with the theory. This has crushed hopes that something unexpected might be found, which would ultimately indicate a way forward to a better, more complete theory. A major goal of Close's latest book is to put this situation in historical context, describing earlier "theories of everything" and the theoretical advances that gave new, fundamental insight into the nature of physical reality.
A crucial question about our current situation is whether we really are at, or near, the end of our search for what theoretical physicist and Nobel laureate Steven Weinberg refers to as a Final Theory, or whether there is another revolution in our understanding still to come. One often reads quotes attributed to Albert Michelson ("the grand underlying principles have been firmly established", 1894) and Lord Kelvin ("there is nothing new to be discovered in physics now", 1900), indicating that they, like many now, thought they were near the end of the road. That of course would have been a huge mistake, with the great revolutionary discoveries of modern physics -relativity and quantum mechanics -just a few years off.
Close points out that Kelvin's actual 1900 speech was much more prescient, as he described "two clouds" on the horizon, pointing out that experimental results were in direct conflict with the accepted theory of that time (the Michelson-Morley experiment and the black-body radiation spectrum). For anyone trying to look for a lesson from history applicable to today's "theory of everything", a key question is whether any analogue of these "two clouds" can be found.
Close takes up this question and argues that there are good candidates for our "two clouds". The first is the energy density of the vacuum, also known as the cosmological constant. Cosmological observations appear to indicate that this is a non-zero number, with an order of magnitude so small that it doesn't fit at all with what one might expect from the Standard Model and general relativity.
The second cloud, according to Close, is the so-called "hierarchy problem". This is a theoretical problem with our now experimentally confirmed theory of the Higgs field, which is strongly sensitive to veryshort-distance phenomena. We seem to lack a convincing idea that would consistently describe what is happening at unobservably short distances, without requiring an unmotivated and very special choice of parameters in order to get the Higgs physics seen at the LHC.
An increasingly popular tactic Reviews for theorists frustrated by not having an answer to these problems is that of postulating a "multiverse", in which our universe is but one disconnected component, born out of some process that left it with some essentially random choice of fundamental parameters. In this scenario there's no point in worrying about why these parameters have the scales they do, since somehow the "multiverse did it", in a manner constrained only by the "anthropic principle", which says that the parameters must have values consistent with our existence. Close quite rightly raises the issue of whether this is really a valid explanation, since it's one currently lacking any means to subject it to experimental test. He then goes on to explain that the current "two clouds" seem to have a root in the same fundamental issuethe lack of a viable general quantum theory of gravity that would unify the theory of relativity with the quantum field theory of the Standard Model. For quite a few decades now theorists have put great hopes in certain speculative ideas proposed back in the 1970s that were supposed to lead towards such a unified theory. Recent years have not been kind, though, to these proposals, with results from the LHC killing hopes for experimental evidence of one of them -supersymmetry -and the great complexity needed to get anything not obviously inconsistent with experiment making the other -string theory -less and less appealing.
I think Close is on the right track with his final argument where he concludes "My conjecture is that in some future theory of everything, space and time will turn out not to be fundamental and will emerge from some deeper concept. Whoever first establishes what this is will enter the pantheon of science, along with Newton, Maxwell and Einstein." The lack of a compelling, unified theory that can explain how the degrees of freedom fundamental to the Standard Model and its forces fit together with those describing space, time and the gravitational force is a major hole in today's "theory of everything". Perhaps the future will bring a new idea that tidily fills that hole, thereby dispersing Close's clouds. It's also possible that the clouds are indications of a storm to come, with new ideas tearing apart the Standard Model, replacing it with a quite different new "theory of everything". I hope we'll soon find out which route the future of physics will take.
Peter Woit is a mathematical physicist at Columbia University in the US and author of the book and blog Not Even Wrong URL: errantscience.com So what is the site about?
Errant Science is a blog about being a scientist and working in academia today. Posts cover a range of topics such as "how to plan your science conference schedule", "a cynic's guide to academic papers" and even "how to fund your research after #Brexit: a flow diagram". As the blog's author Matthew Partridge puts it, the site is about "life as a university researcher [and is] a strange mixture of sarcasm, cynicism and giddy enthusiasm for science". Partridge is also a skilled cartoonist and illustrator and most posts involve a graphic of some sort. A particularly commendable feature of the site is that it does not suffer from the irregularity that so many other blogs succumb to -it has a new post every week.
Who is behind it?
Partridge, a postdoc at Cranfield University, UK, has been writing Errant Science alone since 2012. Based at Cranfield's Department of Engineering Photonics, Partridge began blogging when he set up a departmental website (openoptics.info). Looking for a more suitable space to talk about the wider aspects of academia, he created Errant Science. In March a sister blog named Errant Science Clutter was launched as a space for regular guest contributors, run by Michelle Reeve from the Royal Veterinary College, London. "The whole idea is to show that science doesn't have to be stiff and serious, it can also be self-deprecating."
What are some of the topics covered?
Pretty much anything that can come up in the life of an academic in the 21st century. There is a definite trend towards "how to" posts that cover everything from writing papers and theses to coding and big data, as well as presenting data and conference talks. Infographics and comics are included in most posts, as are flow diagrams to help you navigate issues such as "what to do when your experiment goes wrong".
Who is it aimed at?
Absolutely anyone with an interest in academic life -whether you are a student, early-career researcher or established scientist, Errant Science will either help you or make you laugh. For anyone not in science, the blog is a great peephole into the complex and occasionally perplexing world of academia.
Can you give me a sample quote?
From a post published in March titled "How to get any work done while working from home with kids": "Without colleagues and coffee breaks to distract me I generally found working from home more productive. I'd set myself a list of things to do and be finished by 10:30, leaving me with the moral dilemma: do I work the same number of hours or do the same amount of work?…But that was back when I had a quiet house. Things are different now -I have two noisy children, neither of whom understand the difference between daddy who can play and daddy who's drafting a paper. Also the surly cat has got a lot more needy in his old age and insists on being anywhere that will either stop me using the keyboard or the mouse, preferably involving sleeping on one or the other."
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